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ABSTRACT

Capacity is interference-limited in todays networks
and interference mitigation plays an important role in
network planning. Interference diversity by frequency
hopping is one proven technology in FDMA systems. A
channel carrying multiplexed packet-data from different
users can be expected to show interference diversity when
acting as a source of interference. This phenomenon,
called location diversity here, is investigated by exam-
ining thecarrier to interferenceratio (CIR) ofGeneral
PacketRadioService (GPRS)packetdatachannels (PD-
CHs) in uplink under heavy load conditions in a large
multi-cell scenario. It is shown that a CIR gain of 2 - 3
dB for bad receiving conditions is possible with packet-
based systems.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the context of the evolution towards 3rdGenera-
tion (3G) mobile radio networks, packet-switched data
services like the GPRS and theEnhanced GPRS (EG-
PRS) are presently introduced into GSM and TDMA/136
systems worldwide.

In GPRS networks a radio cell may allocate resources
on one or several physical channels in order to support
the GPRS traffic. Those channels shared by the GPRS
mobile stations are taken from the common pool of GSM
physical channels available in the radio cell. The alloca-
tion of physical channels to circuit-switched services and
GPRS is done dynamically according to the ”capacity on
demand“ principle [1]. The operator can decide to dedi-
cate permanently or temporarily physical channels for the
GPRS traffic. In this context GSM physical channels that
are allocated permanently for GPRS are calledfixed PD-
CHs, channels that are allocated temporarily for GPRS
are calledon-demand PDCHs.

A PDCH might carry the traffic of severalmobile
stations (MSs) by stochastical multiplexing. As the lo-
cations of these users are distributed over the cell, the
distance to a cochannelbasestation (BS) is different for
each of them. When multiplexing these users, the up-
link interference strength in the cochannel cell changes
more frequent than in a cell being interfered by a non-
multiplexing GSMtraffic channel (TCH) with the same
utilization. Exceptional good and bad interference situ-
ations are mitigated by this kind of diversity called lo-
cation diversity. The probability for average interference
situations increases.

The phenomenon is very similar to the well-known in-
terference diversity caused by frequency hopping, so a
comparison of both effects should show the quantitative
behaviour of location diversity.

Obtaining a sufficient accuracy and realistic estima-
tions on the strength of location diversity demands fre-
quent measurements on burst level and the consideration
of correlated effects such as fast fading.

A proven simulation environment, theSDL-Generic
Object-OrientedSimulationEnvironment (S-GOOSE) [2,
3, 4] is used for these examinations as it provides the
mentioned exact modeling of physical effects and also
supports the measurement collection on the physical
layer. It is connected to theGPRSprotocol simulator
(GPRSim) which is well-known for exact performance
evaluations on capacity parameters of the (E)GPRS pro-
tocol stack [5, 6]. Both systems are based on theSystem
PerformanceEvaluationTool ClassLibrary (SPEETCL)
[7]. The protocol stack has been specified in the
Specification andDescriptionLanguage (SDL) and has
been translated to SPEETCL-conformable C++-classes
with the code generator SDL2SPEETCL [8].

Sec. 2 provides the basic ideas for the simulations. In
Sec. 3, the setup of the performed simulations and the
main aspects for the environmental model are provided.
Sec. 4 explains the details of the modelling concepts for
the protocol stack, in Sec. 5 the simulation results on
examinations of the CIR distribution in GPRS systems
caused by location diversity are presented and discussed.
A summary is provided in Sec. 6.

2 SCOPE

The basic idea of location diversity shall be explained
by an example scenario as shown in Fig. 1. The examined
scenario uses cluster sizek = 9 and a BS-BS distance ofDBS�BS = 1500m. The interference victims, MS 1
and MS 4, assigned to BS 1 are interfered by the possible
interferers, MS 2 and MS 3, assigned to a cochannel base
station BS1CO.

MS 1 and 4 are connected to BS 1, the receiving an-
tenna is at the center of the cell. The MSs 2 and 3 are
cochannel interferers for MS 1 and 4. The interferers
might perform voice call or packet data sessions. The
interference caused by both traffic families is quite dif-
ferent. The following interference situations can be ob-
served, Fig. 2:� For a circuit-switched interferer (top left), perma-
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Figure 1: Interference Scenario, multiplexed traffic

nent interference occurs during the session in both,
uplink and downlink. Only noise occurs if no ses-
sion is active on the reused frequency.� For a single packet-switched interferer (top right),
almost permanent interference occurs on the down-
link during the busy hour. As theuplink state flag
(USF) has to be transferred on a downlink PDCH
whenever an uplinktemporaryblock flow (TBF) is
active, the downlink is sending permanently except
for the rare case that no mobile has an active TBF
in the cell. This case is even more improbable as
the TBF context is ended some seconds after the last
data have been transferred. Channel combination 13
[9] is selected and downlink dummy control block
filling is enabled [10] so that the downlink is send-
ing permanently. On the uplink, non-contiguous in-
terference can be observed, the interference situa-
tion is therefore better than for the downlink. Only
noise occurs if no session is active or no packet is
sent on the reused frequency. The mean interfer-
ence strength - depending on the MS-BS distance
only - remains almost constant during one session
and changes when a new user starts a new session.� For multiplexed packet-switched interferers, the
downlink situation remains as mentioned for a sin-
gle packet-switched interferer. The mean uplink in-
terference strength might change each radio block
due to stochastical multiplexing, distributing con-
secutive radio blocks to different users.

In this work, only the uplink situation is regarded.
The uplink channel utilization of 40 % is assumed to
be constant, in the GPRS simulation scenarios the traf-
fic is adapted to achieve equal uplink load. For circuit-
switched traffic, analytical results for the CIR might be
obtained. The propagation loss is modeled using the
UMTS 30.03 propagation model for vehicular users [11],hMS = 2m; hBS = 45m, each cell site is equipped
with one omnidirectional antenna. The mean propagation
loss is
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Figure 2: Influence of different traffic families on the in-
terference situation, Uplink�Lp = 112:23+ 32:8 log10� dkm�
for 895 MHz transmitter frequency.

MS 2 performs a voice call session providing high-
est, permanent interference to MS 1 and 4 at the distanceDh = 2; 5�DBS�BS = 3750m. Assuming constant up-
link sending powerPTx = 33 dBm and omnidirectional
antennas, the mean interference strength during the ses-
sion is obtained from the mean propagation loss�I(Dh) = PTx � �Lp;I(Dh)= PTx � 112:23 dB � 32:8 log10�Dhkm�= 33 dBm� 131:05 dB = �98:05 dBm:

If MS 3 is acting as the source of interference for MS
1 at the distanceDl = 3; 5 � DBS�BS = 5250m, the
lowest mean interference strength is obtained.�I(Dl) = PTx � �Lp;I(Dl)= PTx � 112:23 dB � 32:8 log10� Dlkm�= 33 dBm� 135:85 dB = �102:85 dBm

Now, MS 2 and MS 3 are multiplexed on the same
PDCH during packet data sessions. The interference
strength at MS 1 changes between the mentioned values,
the difference is��Iw = �I(Dh)� �I(Dl) = 4:80 dB.

The mean interference strength is dependent on the
PDCH utilization of each interferer. As the mentioned ex-
treme interference situations are mixed, exceptional good
and bad receiving conditions are averaged out, the high
variance of the overall CIR measurements, as it appears
with circuit-switched traffic, is reduced. This kind of in-
terference diversity is also achieved by frequency hop-
ping [12]. Frequency hopping shows one additional im-
provement of the average CIR. The non-interfering empty
cochannels are distributed equally over all frequencies.
For the empty cochannels, the CIR improves to a carrier
to noise ratio. The average CIR, caused by interfering
channels and empty channels increases with frequency



hopping. This effect is not present for location diversity
automatically, care has to be taken to distribute the traffic
over the available PDCHs equally.

Considering a stochastical large number of samples,
the strength of the effect is not depending on the traffic
family of the victim MS. The only difference concerning
the traffic family of the victim appears in the density of
the collected samples in a time interval.

For the voice-call scenario, analytical models are
present to calculate the expected mean CIR. As the MSs
are distributed uniformly over the scenario, the mean dis-
tance to the neighbouring BSs is 1500 m. Regarding the
cluster size k = 9, the cell radius is obtained [13], Fig. 3.D = 3 �MS_BS_Distance= 4500mQ = DR = p3 � k !R = 866m

The average intra cell MS-BS distance, influencing the
mean carrier strength, can be approximated by the radius
of a circle covering half of the cell area.Rave =rAHex2 � � =s 32 p3R22 � � = 556:8m

The average carrier strength is then approximated with
the average distanceRave.�C = PTx � �Lp;C = 33 dBm� 103:88 dB= �70:88 dBm for�Lp;C = 112:23 dB + 32:8 log10�Ravekm � dB= 103:88 dB

Using a cluster size ofk = 9, the mean MS-BS inter-
ferer distance ofRi = 4500m leads to a mean interfer-
ence strength of�I = PTx � �Lp;I = 33 dBm� 133:65 dB= �100:65 dBm for�Lp;I = 112:23 dB + 32:8 log10� Rikm� dB= 133:65 dB

For non-contiguous voice traffic, seven interference
states might be observed with 0 - 6 active interferers in
the 6 cochannel cells. The state probability follows a bi-
nominal distribution, which is approximated by a poisson
distribution here. If it is possible to estimate the probabil-
ity of the states, it is also possible to calculate the mean
CIR with the expressionCIRv[dB℄ = �C [dBm℄� 10 log10 6Xn=0 pn � �In [W ℄!

The interference is provided n times for state n by
the first tier of interfering cells, so the total interference
strength is increased by a cochannel multiplierCMn =10 log10(n) dB, Tab. 1.

active in-
terferers

interference strength�In
0 Noise,N = �116 dBm=̂10�11:6W
1 �I + CM1 = �100:6 dBm=̂10�10:06W
2 �I + CM2 = �97:64 dBm=̂10�9:764W
3 �I + CM3 = �95:88 dBm=̂10�9:588W
4 �I + CM4 = �94:63 dBm=̂10�9:463W
5 �I + CM5 = �93:67 dBm=̂10�9:367W
6 �I + CM6 = �92:87 dBm=̂10�9:287W
Table 1: Interference strength for n active interferers

The probabilities for 0 - 6 active interferers might be
obtained from the offered traffic using the Erlang state
distribution formula withAhannel = 0:4Erl per in-
terfering channel, leading to a total interferer traffic ofA = 6 � Ahannel = 2:4Erl [13]. The state probability
is provided in Tab. 2.px = Axx!Pni=0 Aii!

This approach is possible only if the four available
TCHs per cell are allocated randomly. For non-random
channel allocation strategies, correllation between the in-
terferers might increase the total interference.

x px
0 0.0918
1 0.2203
2 0.2643
3 0.2115
4 0.1269
5 0.0609
6 0.0244

Table 2: Probability for interference state xCIRv = �70:88 dBm+ 96:56 dBm= 25:68 dB
For bursty packet streams, a theory for calculating

the state probability of the interference situation is not
present yet, therefore stochastical simulations have to be
used to obtain the CIR.

3 SIMULATION SCENARIO

A square scenario area of 10 km length covers 37 cells
using a cluster size of 9, Fig. 3. The distance of neigh-
bouring base stations is 1.5 km. All stations use omnidi-
rectional antennas, diversity antennas are not modelled.
Shadow fading with log-normal distribution and 10 dB
variance is added as proposed in UMTS 30.03 [11].

The users move according to the molecular movement
model of Brown. A user speed of3kmh provides suffi-
cient fading lengths. A random, uniformly distributed
initial positioning is used. All mobiles are placed within
866 m distance to the next base station in order to avoid
coverage problems. All measurements are obtained ex-
clusively from the users attached to the center cell. No
power control and no link adaptation is applied.
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Figure 3: 37 Cells using cluster size 9

There are the following two settings to be examined:
For the GSM simulations, 148 mobiles with a voice ac-

tivity of 40% (call duration: 80s, inter arrival time: 200s,
poisson process) are placed uniformly distributed in the
37 cells of the scenario. This results in an average traffic
of 2.4 Erl per cell.

For the GPRS simulations without multiplexing, one
GPRS mobile of the mentioned type is present in each
cell. Load generators [14] provide a bursty packet stream
on the user plane of OSI layer 4. Each mobile is using
40 % of the capacity of each uplink PDCH in the cell. To
investigate multiplexing, three mobiles per cell have been
regarded. In this case, each mobile produces 13.3 % uti-
lization on each uplink PDCH. In this way, the generated
traffic in the GPRS simulations is adapted to achieve an
uplink load of 40 % for each PDCH, as the comparison
demands equal uplink PDCH utilization for all scenar-
ios. A larger number of users would be desirable, but is
not possible at present time due to hardware limitations.
Bejond these usual modellation methods, the following
detailed approaches are used:

3.1 Fast Fading
A correlated fast fading process is generated from a

fading pattern that is shifted with the user speed, Fig. 4.
Especially for slow-moving users, the fading duration

is longer than one radio block and influences the fast
power control and the link adaptation algorithm. The
measurement algorithm calculates the mean and the stan-
dard deviation of thebit error ratio (BER) for the four
measurements made during one radio block. While the
mean BER might be modeled well with an uncorrelated
fading process (e.g. drawn randomly from a distribution
function), the standard deviation of the BER is smaller
for a correlated process than for an uncorrelated process.

3.2 CIR Calculation on Burst Level
The CIR is calculated once per burst. Only the cochan-

nel interferers are considered in the interference calcu-
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Figure 4: Fading process for the downlink carrier,vped =3km=h
lation. For the downlink PDCH, sending contigously, a
dummy sender is used for the modellation of control-
only blocks. The calculations for carrier strength and CIR
are averaged over one SACCH period for classicalradio
resourcecontrol (RRC) algorithms (slow power control,
cell selection). In addition, a weighted averaging over
one radio block is performed for fast RRC algorithms
(link adaptation and fast power control) as described in
ETSI GSM 05.08, sec. 10.2. [15]

4 PROTOCOL STACK

To be able to generate a realistic GPRS traffic be-
haviour, the protocol emulator GPRSim was integrated
into the S-GOOSE .

The EGPRS emulator GPRSim [5] is a pure software
solution based on the programming language C++. Up to
now models ofmobile station (MS),basestation (BS),
and Serving GPRSSupport Node (SGSN) are imple-
mented. The emulator offers interfaces to be upgraded
by additional modules.

For the implementation of the simulation model in C++

the SPEETCL [16, 7] is used. This allows an object ori-
ented structure of programs and is especially applicable
for event driven simulations.

The complex protocols like LLC, RLC/MAC, the In-
ternet traffic load generators and TCP/IP are specified
formally with theSpecification andDescriptionLanguage
(SDL) and are translated to C++ by means of the code gen-
erator SDL2SPEETCL [16] and are finally integrated into
the simulator.

Different from usual approaches to building a simula-
tor, where abstractions of functions and protocols are be-
ing implemented, the approach of the GPRSim is based
on the detailed implementation of the standardized pro-
tocols. This enables a realistic study of the behaviour of
EGPRS and GPRS. The real protocol stacks of (E)GPRS
are used during system simulation and statistically ana-
lyzed under a well-defined traffic load.

The block structure of the combined simulation envi-
ronment is shown in Fig. 5.

LLC and RLC/MAC are operating in acknowledged
mode. The multislot capability is 4 uplink and 4 downlink
slots. The MAC protocol instances are operating with
three random access subchannels per 52-frame. All con-
ventional MAC requests have the radio priority level 1
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Figure 5: Basic simulator structure

and are scheduled with a FIFO strategy. Ongoing TBFs
in uplink and downlink are served with a Round Robin
strategy with a Round Robin depth of 10 radio blocks.
LLC has a window size of 16 frames. TCP/IP header
compression in SNDCP is performed. TCP is operating
with a maximum congestion window size of 8 Kbyte and
a TCPmaximumsegmentsize (MSS) of 536 byte. The
transmission delay in the core network and external net-
works, i.e. the public Internet is neglected. This corre-
sponds to a scenario where the server is located in the
operator’s domain.

In order to perform network capacity planning, the sys-
tem behaviour during the busy hour has to be regarded.
The Internet traffic [17] is composed of 70 % e-mail ses-
sions and 30 % WWW sessions. The inactive period be-
tween two sessions is set to 0.8 seconds. One radio fre-
quency channel per link direction is available, carrying 4
fixed PDCHs. Frequency hopping does not occur.

5 SIMULATION RESULTS

The voice call scenario, as discussed in Sec. 2, shows
a mean CIR of 24.3 dB without frequency hopping. in
uplink (UL), Fig. 6. As this scenario is noise-limited,
the selection of frequency hopping not only reduces the
variance of the CIR distribution but also increases the av-
erage CIR to 26.8 dB. The packet data scenarios show a
reduced variance only at a mean CIR of 25.5 dB (1 MS
per cell) / 25.7 dB (3 MS per cell). The improvements for
bad receiving conditions are 2 - 3 dB for both, frequency
hopping and location diversity while the deteriorations
for good receiving conditions seem to be larger for lo-
cation diversity. Almost all improvements for the PDCH
are already reached for one single user on a PDCH which
is astonishing at a first glance. The reason is, that all
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Figure 6: CIR distributions for voice and packet traffic

idle times have been removed from the HTTP sessions,
leading to an average session length of 0.8s only. At the
beginning of each session, the mobile station is located at
a new position in the cell, so this effect is already suffi-
cient to diverse the interference. The multiplexing within
these short sessions seems to have no further influence,
but real sessions are of cause longer. A different kind of
traffic source, e.g. a multimedia stream should be used in
future for such examinations to reach both, long session
durations and heavy uplink load. This is in preparation.

Most of the deteriorations are at CIR-values above
30 dB. This is not too severe as such exceptional good
conditions are not needed for EGPRS. For the highest
modulation andcoding scheme (MCS) 9, a CIR above
25 dB is sufficient, so no degradation in data rates is to be
expected for the examined scenario.

Due to hardware limitations, a higher accuracy for
the packet-data scenarios is not possible at this moment.
Larger scenarios will follow in future.

6 SUMMARY

A comparison of the CIR distribution for GSM and
GPRS scenarios showed the influence of location diver-
sity and frequency hopping. The main influence was ob-
served resulting from the presence of many, short ses-
sions, a minor influence was obtained from stochastical
multiplexing. This will be different for long sessions in
real life. The comparison with GSM frequency hopping
showed similar effects for the packet data traffic.
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